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1. I, Chyetanya Kunte, hereby tender an unconditional apology to Ms. Barkha

Dutt, Managing Editor, English News, NDTV Limited and to NDTV Limited,

for the defamatory statements I made regarding Ms. Barkha Dutt and NDTV

Limited, in my post titled "Shoddy Journalism," dated November 27th 2008,

on my weblog at www.ckunte.com.

2. I have come to the conclusion that my post contained untrue and defamatory

statements and that I have expressed myself in a disproportional manner. As

a result, I have agreed with Ms. Barkha Dutt and NDTV to publish this

statement as a means of settlement. I did not have the right nor the factual

evidence to accuse Ms. Dutt and NDTV of the acts that I alleged in my weblog.

3. Consequently, I hereby repudiate and withdraw my post dated November 27,

2008 titled "Shoddy Journalism" and, more specifically, the following

allegations / statements made in the post titled "Shoddy Journalism" namely:

a lack of ethics, responsibility and professionalism by Ms. Dutt and

NDTV Limited;

that Ms. Dutt and NDTV's reporting at the scene of the Mumbai attacks

during November 2008, resulted in jeopardizing the safety and lives of

civilians and / or security personnel caught up in and / or involved in

defending against the attacks in Mumbai in November 2008;

that Ms. Dutt was responsible for the death of Indian Servicemen during

the Kargil Conflict.

4. In an effort to remedy the damage that my aforementioned weblog post has

caused to the reputations of Ms. Dutt and NDTV, I have undertaken to send

this apology and withdrawal statement to all the websites that reproduced my

post.

5. I hereby undertake not to repeat the said statements or similar statements
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against Ms. Dutt or NDTV Limited in the future.

[26.01.09]

Chyetanya Kunte
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